Harvest of Good and Giving

The working for good and willingness to give continue hence several contracts to implement new charitable projects have already been signed standing at a cost of 70,000,000 SR. These projects include establishing 300 furnished housing units, 7 Cultural Centers in all governorates, Mosques with a capacity of 4000 people, in addition to seawater desalination plants and wells with a productivity of a million liters daily.
May Allah The Almighty Maintain Our Country's

Security, Safety & Stability

Under the Auspices of

Our Wise Leaders
The Members of the Administration Board and the Members of Prince Fahad Bin Sultan Social Program Society extend sincerest appreciation and gratefulness to His Royal Highness Fahad Bin Sultan Bin Abdulaziz, Prince of Tabuk and Chair of Prince Fahad Bin Sultan Social Program Society Board, for his continual support towards increasing charitable projects in our area.
Vision and Goals

The charitable programs adopted by Prince Fahad Bin Sultan Social Program Society are part and parcel of other twin programs all through the kingdom; as such thought and vision stem from the directives of the Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques King Abdullah and His Crown Prince who continually spare no effort to support the charitable, social and humanitarian institutions which are of considerable number in the Kingdom, built to propose solutions in all aspects to social problems and difficulties encountering some families. Therefore, Fahad Bin Sultan Social Society Program strives to offer social services and contribute to solving the problems faced by some families in an attempt to install the spirit of solidarity and cooperation among the members of our society in a way that translates our thought which is in turn based on the Islamic values and principles.

As part of the charitable projects in the kingdom, Prince Fahad Bin Sultan Social Program Society was established in 1420 A.H-1999 A.D. Since then, several charitable projects have been founded represented in building housing units, mosques, wells, desalination plants, and upgrading the living standards of more than 10,000 needy families.

In 1431 A.H-2010 A.D., Prince Fahad Bin Sultan Social Program Society was merged with Fahad Bin Sultan Social Center. This merger was officially registered in the Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs under no. 178, to become Fahad Bin Sultan Social Program Society which aims to enhance charitable services and establish sustainable developmental projects at the local, regional and global levels.
Prince Fahad Bin Sultan Social Program Society

Prince Fahad Bin Sultan Social Program Society is considered an added value to the charitable and social work in Tabuk city. Prince Fahad Bin Sultan Social Program Society is highly equipped in terms of buildings, financial and technical apparatus. As well, it is distinguished by the moral vision and creativity proposed and supported by HRH Prince Fahad Bin Sultan, utilizing all means to transform the mere thought into reality.

Prince Fahad Bin Sultan Social Program Society covers an area of 11,000 square meters, on which its buildings were established, surrounded by gardens and trees—all of which were designed to serve the objectives of charitable services in the city.

Prince Fahad Bin Sultan Social Program Society Services

Through several social, cultural, recreational, and health programs, Prince Fahad Bin Sultan Social Program Society aims to offer a variety of services to its members in a way that suits their conditions and abilities in a social atmosphere filled with affection and passion. Those services are:

1. Offer help to the needy families of special conditions.
2. Enhance social relations among members.
3. Offer health and precautionary advice.
4. Provide members with opportunities to serve their community with their expertise.
5. Develop the ability to adapt with regard to changes occur in the society, maintaining good relations with all.
6. Satisfy basic social needs through providing useful information.
7. Create a convenient, social setting for members.
8. Publish a periodical journal that serves the members.
Some of Prince Fahad Bin Sultan Social Program Society Projects are:

1- Helping Needy Families of Special Conditions

The family is the cornerstone of any community and the integrity of good families will be reflected in the society health and welfare. Hence, Prince Fahad Bin Sultan Social Program Society projects address more than 10,000 families in need to help them upgrade their living standards, providing them with all services possible: furniture, electricity, telephone services, sewerage maintenance, plus helping their children find suitable jobs.

Prince Fahad Bin Sultan Social Program Society, adopting the Islamic values, seeks to provide families of modest means, either in Tabuk city or its governorates and villages, with their needs every season. They are provided with food supplies, clothes, apparatus for schools, and more. That solidarity, indeed, allows stability, and the state of ease to prevail.
2- Establishing Mosques

“The mosques of Allah are only to be maintained by those who believe in Allah and the Last Day and establish prayer and give zakah and do not fear except Allah, for it is expected that those will be of the [rightly] guided” (Al Tawbah, 18)

Mosques in our society have their historical, spiritual and religious role. They sustain their significant value as long as the Islamic doctrine and Faith live. Therefore, Prince Fahad Bin Sultan Social Program Society sought to pay considerable attention to the project of the establishment of mosques which are characterized by their unique design and carry a deep message to the community of Tabuk. The project accomplished the establishment of 36 mosques with a capacity of 67,000 people distributed in Tabuk, its governates and villages.
3- Housing Charity Projects

To rise up the value of voluntary and humanitarian projects, to excel and give a comprehensive picture of such effort, Housing charitable Projects came to be the core of the projects of kind and the executive aspect of all projects. Implementing them has been an obvious indication towards the diversity of charity targets sought to enlighten the way for many. With this vision, Late Prince Sultan Bin Abdulaziz Housing Project commenced to carry out building 500 completely furnished housing units distributed all through Tabuk, its governorates and fellow centers.
4- Providing Electricity to Villages

Prince Fahad Bin Sultan Social Program Society provided electricity not only for the housing units, which belong to the Housing Charitable Project, but also for the outskirt of Tabuk and distant villages that are, because of remoteness, not covered with services. Prince Fahad Bin Sultan Social Program Society succeeded through big generators to provide electricity to 20 villages serving a total of 20,000 people.
5- Seawater Desalination, Digging and Purifying Wells

"And made from water every living thing" (Al Anbia, 30)

Prince Fahad Bin Sultan Social Program Society gave its utmost priority to providing drinking water to the remote areas and villages to satisfy the need of many citizens. Hence, Prince Fahad Bin Sultan Social Program Society launched the establishment of the first charity Seawater Desalination Plant on the shore of the Red Sea in all governorates in addition to plants in:
- Duba (Al Khurayba- Al Muilih- Al Amud- Nab’a Dama)
- Wajeh (Abu Al Qzaz- Al rus)
- Amluj (Al Hurah- Al Shaba’an)

Moreover, Prince Fahad Bin Sultan Social Program Society has undertaken the task of digging 31 wells with a productivity of 25 million liter daily. We pray to Allah to bestow on us his bountiful mercy and generosity and help us deliver charity to all.
6- Cattle Fodder and Transport Wells

Animal wealth is considered a vital source for the bedouin people. However, climate changes may result in scarcity in rain which may lead to drought. Therefore, Prince Fahad Bin Sultan Social Program Society started a project that might assist the bedouin people solve their problems by providing them with sufficient fodder to feed their cattle. As well, Prince Fahad Bin Sultan Social Program Society helped move the cattle to the green areas and provide health care for both people and their cattle. The project continues its efforts to preserve the animal wealth and encourage sheep grazing. It is a source of pride to maintain the craft of most of our prophets.
7- Qualifying and Recruiting

Prince Fahad Bin Sultan Social Program Society succeeded through its Qualifying and Recruiting Department to provide jobs for approximately 18,000 male and female youth who are prepared to be their families' support to get their basic needs. Prince Fahad Bin Sultan Social Program Society policy in this regard focuses on addressing all Public and Private institutions inquiring about jobs specifically for those of special needs and any qualified job seeker.
Prince Fahad Bin Sultan Social Program Society adopted a project that aims at raising awareness regarding volunteer work. This project indeed was derived from the vision and support given by Late Prince Sultan Bin Abdulaziz. Later, his Royal Highness Prince Fahad Bin Sultan, Prince of Tabuk and Chair of the Administration board of Prince Fahad Bin Sultan Social Program Society pledged to undertake the responsibility and gave his directions to implement several volunteer programs, such as: removing the unpleasant writings on the walls of Tabuk, cleaning the beaches of Haqel and Duba. More than 3000 students from Fahad bin Sultan University, University of Tabuk, and from Public Schools helped achieve those projects. Add a symposium held in Fahad Bin Sultan University in cooperation with the Saudi Alzheimer Disease Association with a view to raising awareness about this disease. This project was organized by Prince Fahad Bin Sultan Social Program Society in coordination with the charity-oriented governmental institutions in the Kingdom.